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•	Spread	Matrix	and	Spread	Pyramid
•	Message	Center
•	XData	Studies
•	Alert	Trading

Find Out More About...

CQG Integrated Client version 7.9 is available for installation. You should be prompted to download 
this new version when you log on to CQG IC. If you need assistance, please contact CQG Customer 
Support at 1-800-525-1085.

Forward Curve
Uncover the relationship of instruments in a series by plotting the 
forward curve of a commodity. See how different delivery months 
relate to each other and how they have done in the past. CQG plots 
both real-time and historical data. Recognize hedging opportunities 
by observing trends for different contract months. 

Yield Curve
Expose potential opportunities by seeing where interest rates 
are going, observing short-term and long-term inflation patterns, 
exposing possible economic transitions, and understanding current 
and past economic and financial market conditions. Identify the 
correlation between events and market movement. Like it does for 
the Forward Curve, CQG plots both real-time and historical data. 
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Spread Matrix and Spread Pyramid
Define and monitor both synthetic and exchange-traded spreads 
and trade exchange-traded spreads with CQG’s Spread Matrix 
and Spread Pyramid. CQG offers two one-stop data and trading 
applications, each designed specifically for the needs of a particular 
group of traders. The Spread Matrix is ideal for intercommodity, 
synthetic spreads. You’ll benefit from its clean design, a simplicity 
that belies its sophistication. The Spread Pyramid offers outright, 
calendar, butterfly, and condor spread strategies in a flexible 
application that allows you to manage the display. Take advantage 
of CQG’s chart tools, custom studies, portfolio management, and 
other advanced analytics by combining them with the Spread 
Matrix and Spread Pyramid in ways that are relevant to you as a 
spread trader.

Message Center
Read and manage all CQG messages in a centralized location. 
CQG now delivers all messages to you via the Message Center. 
The Message Center includes error, warning, and information 
messages that communicate important system information, such 
as technical issues, scheduled maintenance, connection problems, 
data delays, updates, and problem resolution. Archive, print, and 
send messages as well as contact CQG Customer Support directly 
from the Message Center.

Alert Trading
Incorporate the automation of Alert trading into your trading strategies. CQG has expanded the types of 
orders supported to include: market, limit, stop, stop limit, trailing limit, iceberg, trailing stop, trailing stop 
limit, and all DOM-triggered order types. Orders can be triggered based on price, time, and studies and are 
executed within milliseconds.

XData Studies
Take advantage of the granularity of markets with good trade activity to analyze your proprietary data down 
to the millisecond. Use your sub-minute data, either historic ASCII data sets or continuously appended ASCII 
data sets, and plot three different types of charts: BarXData, CVBXData (constant volume bar), and TFXData 
(TradeFlow™). These charts provide a historical representation of the data.
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Study Following Orders
Benefit from the power of integrated technical analysis and trade 
execution. Combine your analytical expertise with automated order 
placement to exploit market conditions. CQG introduces Study 
Following Orders, orders that follow your custom studies. You create 
the study and perform the technical analysis to monitor market 
conditions; CQG manages your orders based on those conditions. 
Whether you trade from the DOMTrader or from a chart or prefer to 
use standard studies, Study Following Orders are available to you. 

Need to Know News
Need to Know News economic release data is now available in 
CQG IC. Don’t just read economic release data; use that data as it 
is fed directly to a quote spreadsheet. You can read the stories in 
CQG News, or better yet, you can view the data as quotes in one 
of our quote displays.  CQG offers pre-designed economic release 
spreadsheets, which include custom QFormulas that compare 
data. You can also create your own spreadsheet to monitor, chart, 
backtest, and trade based on the numbers coming in. Traders 
using proprietary, automated, and event-trading applications can 
access the CQG API to import Need to Know News data and route 
orders back to the exchanges.

Intraday Settlement
Monitor markets where the settlement is not the last trade of the day.  CQG now offers three settlement 
values: most recent, today’s, and yesterday’s, making it simpler to obtain the settlement price and easier to 
use that price in custom formulas.

Condition Values on the DOM
Enrich your trading decisions by considering condition values during 
the decision-making process. Currently, you can monitor condition 
values on a chart. Continuing our efforts to integrate technical 
analysis and trading, CQG now allows you to place condition values 
directly on the DOMTrader.


